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INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of coastal shipping is to assist the marketing of

commodities "by providing a link in the,'transport chain either in the absence

of land-borne transport or as a more, economic alternative to it* It can-

thus support and facilitate national trade, or trade between countries.

In Africa, coastal shipping has. tended to develop locally within,

rather than between Wu^-regions and much of the coastwise trade - notably

in West Africa is carried by deep-sea vessels employed in the liner trades
and at freight rates disproportionately high compared with ocean transport.

It is thus dependent upon services which cannot cater specifically for local

needs. . . , ,

2. PRESENT POSITION

. At the present time the volume of traffic carried by.coastal shipping

is relatively small, since less than 10 per cent of Africans trade is with

other African countries« There are indications however that the traffic

will increaje and already a number of countries are/, actively, considering

further investment in coastal-type ships* The impetus for this comes from

two sources: : ''

First the growth roif Intra-African trade (e.g. North to West Africa) and
Secondly the possibility of developing feeder and/or.ferry services between

selected deep sea terminals and local ports, (e.g. Liberville to Douala)

East &_ Central Africa ..,,:•

Discussions on a coastal shipping project for the East and Central

African States (ECAS) are nearing completion and a draft proposal is presently

being reviewed* ,

1. The purpose of the project would be:

(i) To survey the existing capability and present state of nationally

owned coastwise and inter—island shipping services and facilities

including ports, and of the present trade flows;
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(ii) To analyse and evaluate the information in (i) above and make
re recommendations on the present shipping services and route

structures to bring about greater efficiency and reductions in

costs in handling;

(iii) Based on the findings of (ii) above, to determine the best methods

of establishing an African owned, multinational, intra-regional

shipping service and as applicable establish criteria for the

scope and orientation of its operations.

North Africa

"Gampagnie Rationale Algerienne «ie Navigation (CNAN) have decided to

establish a coastal shipping line between the main ports of North Africa and

West Africa with the possible participation of two other shipping companies

of Morocco and Tunisia*

West Africa ■■

Western Africa industrial development suggests that coastal traffic on

the West African coast estimated at two million tons per annum will double

by 1980.

Whether this will continue to be carried by deep-sea vessels depends
upon a careful assessment of the possibilities of smaller but suitable

coastal vessels being introduced, possibly on a multi-national basis.

3. FACTORS AFFECTING AFRICAN COASTAL TRADE

(i) present freight rates per ton mile for coastal trade when carried

-in liner vessels are disproportionately high;

(ii) The absence of a multinational approach in many cases prevents

initiatives being taken to develop services suitable for the traffic

offering;

(iii) The absence of preferential pojt rates for African coastal vessels

adversely affects the economics of this type of trade;
■ ' -.■>." ■';". .

(iv) The procurement of vessels of the correct design for coastal trade

inhibit development; : ■ ; ■

(v) Consideration of alternatives to the purchase of vessels e.g. charter

or leasing Would 'have the advantage of saving foreign exchange on

: initial outlay.

4. CONCLUSION

Transport will continue to play a proportionally more significant role-

in the development of many African countries than it appears to do in the

highly industrialised'areas of the world. Thus coastal shipping as an----"--^"

important link in the distribution system of many African countries has •

considerable potential. Given the correct type of vessels and the reo^iisite

multinational cooperation such matters as port facilities, preferential port

rates for coastal traffic could well improve the viability of African multi

national, coastal shipping projects. -.. .
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Whilst it might "be desirable to establish such projects on a profit

malting "basis a good case could "be made out in many instances for coastal
shipping to be run as a socio-economic service with an appropriate subsidy,

certainly there is a case for a multinational approach to this question.

Naturally the conditions for trade-development and therefore for investment

in coastal vessels vary between the sub-regions depending upon the "product-mix"

in both export and import trade and the characterstics of the commodities^

carried* The common need however, "both in respect of investment and organiza

tion of coastal services is for a careful assessment of potential trade develop

ments on a progressive scale together with the anticipated requirements in

terms of vessels, port facilitation where appropriate and the prospects of

utilizing feeder services to economize in transport costs.




